THE FOXFIRE SUITE
Words and Music by John Denver from Different Directions (1991)

Spring is Alive

G   C   G   C   D   G   C   G   C   D   G
G                      D
SPRING IS ALIVE IN CAROLINA
G   C   D
DEEP IN THE FOREST WHERE THE FOXFIRE GLOWS
G                      D
HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN DOWN IN A HOLLER
G   C   D   G
THUNDER AND LIGHTNING SO IT GOES

C
OVER A HUNDRED YEARS AGO WE CAME TO CAROLINA
G   D   G
FAR ACROSS THE WATER IT’S A LONG HARD ROAD
C
WITH LITTLE MORE THAN COURAGE WE CAME SEEKING INDEPENDENCE
G   D   G
A LITTLE LESS THAN NOTHIN IS A HEAVY LOAD
C
FROM THE HEATHER TO THE HIGHLANDS WE HAVE FOUND THE SMOKY MOUNTAINS
G   D   G   D
HARD WORK AND SIMPLE WAYS AND LIFE IS GOOD; LIFE IS GOOD
G                      D
SPRING IS ALIVE IN CAROLINA
G   C   D
DEEP IN THE FOREST WHERE THE FOXFIRE GLOWS
G                      D
HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN DOWN IN A HOLLER
G   C   D   G
THUNDER AND LIGHTNING SO IT GOES

C   G   C
YOU ARE EVERY MORNING SUNRISE YOU ARE EVERY RAIN
Dm     G7
YOU ARE EVERY PEAL OF LAUGHTER YOU ARE EVERY CRY OF PAIN
C
YOU ARE ALL THE SUMMER FLOWERS YOU ARE ALL THE FALLING LEAVES
Dm     G7
YOU ARE EVERYONE REJOICING YOU ARE EVERYONE WHO GRIEVES
C
YOU ARE ALL MY UNKNOWN SECRETS YOU ARE ALL MY HIDDEN FEARS
Dm     G7
YOU ARE KNOWN IN LOVER’S KISSES YOU ARE SEEN IN CHILDHOOD TEARS
C
YOU ARE WHERE THE STARS ARE SHINING YOU ARE WHERE THE RAINBOW ENDS
Dm     G7
YOU ARE WHY THE WAR IS OVER YOU ARE HOW THE PEACE BEGINS
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Whisper the Wind

G C G
WHISPER THE WIND OVER THE WATER
C G
WHISPER THE WIND ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT
C G
WHISPER THE WIND ALONG THE CANYON
D G
WHISPER THE WIND INTO THE LIGHT
C G
WHISPER THE WIND BROTHERS AND SISTERS
C G
WHISPER THE WIND ALL THE SAME
C G
WHISPER THE WIND LOVE ONE ANOTHER
D G
WHISPER THE WIND YOUR PRECIOUS NAME

Spring is Alive (reprise)

G C G C D G C G C D G

G D
SPRING IS ALIVE IN CAROLINA
G C D
DEEP IN THE FOREST WHERE THE FOXFIRE GLOWS
G D
HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN DOWN IN A HOLLER
G C D G
THUNDER AND LIGHTNING SO IT GOES

G D
SPRING IS ALIVE IN CAROLINA
G C D
DEEP IN THE FOREST WHERE THE FOXFIRE GLOWS
G D
HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN DOWN IN A HOLLER
G C D G C D G C D G
THUNDER AND LIGHTNING SO IT GOES SO IT GOES
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